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ABSTRACT

Big Data applications represent an emerging field, which have proved to be crucial in business intelligence and in massive data management. Big Data promises to be the next big thing in the development of strategical computer applications, even if it requires considerable investment and an accurate resource planning, as the architectures needed to perform at the requisite speed need to scale easily on a large number of computing nodes. Appropriate management of such architectures benefits from the availability of performance models, to allow developers and administrators to take informed decisions, saving time and experimental work. This paper presents a dedicated modeling language showing firstly how it is possible to ease the modeling process and secondly how the semantic gap between modeling logic and the domain can be reduced.

INTRODUCTION

Collecting huge quantities of data from the environment, from users’ behavior or from massively produced contents has enabled a new perspective in information intensive applications. For instance, most of the core business of companies like Google or Facebook consists of processing data obtained from users to extract valuable information that can be sold to investors, advertisers or other third parties. The ability to create this value depends on the efficiency by which processes are performed, as computing and storage costs per data unit must be reduced (there is no guarantee that processing will produce valuable results, differently from what happens in typical data warehousing applications) and results should be available promptly (as advertisement or recommendations are only significant if provided when needed).

Performance modeling allows developers and administrators to take informed decisions, keeping efficiency high and saving time and experimental work. Designing and evaluating suitable models for these systems is not straightforward, since the number of involved computing nodes is high and can sensibly change during the lifetime of the system. Business can easily require adaptation and data dynamics are very variable. Performance modeling requires specialized expertise, given the complexity of the architectures and the interactions of Big Data oriented environments.

A dedicated language allows domain experts to ignore the methods used by evaluation tools (analytic techniques, simulations, or variants optimized for the peculiar application). It increases also the focus on the analysis process and its results, rather than on the representation of the system by intermediate description languages (e.g. Petri nets, which would require a complete change of perspective, or simulation environment specifications, which would require a deep knowledge of the specific environment and its libraries).

On the one hand, a dedicated language does not enable per se the solution of the models it defines. On the other hand, good language design and the choice of a convenient foundation can definitely solve both the instances of modelers and solver designers. The originality of this approach consists of i) the definition of stochastic models, able to represent the complexity of Big Data applications and architectures, ii) the ability to encompass the problems due to the scalability of a map-reduce pipeline over a high number of nodes and the considerable amount of data involved and iii) the possibility to minimize the semantic gap between the system and the model. Typically, suitable solution methods suffer the state space explosion effect. Firstly, this is caused by the number of configurations of variables of the model, if based on state space oriented analytical techniques. Secondly, the solution may require a long and complex specification of all required elements of the system, if based on generic architectural simulation approaches.

Although the present case study is solved by a simulation engine, this paper focuses on the presentation of the proposed model description language, rather than on the proposal of a solution technique. This does not constitute a limitation, because literature offers appropriate frameworks to support language development and solution process management. A proposal for a solution technique based on the same approach is currently being submitted for publication.

The paper is organized as follows: the first Section presents related works; the next Section is dedicated to the description of the modeling language, this is followed by a case study; the final section provides the conclusions and future work.

RELATED WORK

BIG DATA PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

Big Data is a common expression used to define the application field in which very large, generally unstructured, non relational databases must be analyzed, managed, organized and finally used to support a business. The importance of this theme, whose impetus has been given by the main industrial actors in the field of computing, is widely recognized by analysts and economists (e.g. see Manyika et al. (2011); Eco (2011)), as well as research and academia. Big Data poses important research challenges, with reference to functional and non functional specifications on data and processes.
Big Data applications sustainability, profitability and exploitation include the following challenges: i) scalability of computing and data storage architecture and algorithms, ii) querying and processing technologies (including data organization and system management), iii) planning techniques and tools and finally iv) fault tolerance. With respect to these themes, a good introduction is given in (Wu et al. (2012); Madden (2012)), and a good presentation of the main themes is given in (Bertino et al. (2011); Fu et al. (2012); Bryant et al. (2008); IBM et al. (2011)). From the architectural point of view Apache Hadoop (Had (2008); White (2009)) appears to be the main reference, even if other approaches are available, such as domain-specific languages (DSL), which play an important role in modeling where a specific representation of a problem is requested. Dryad Isard et al. (2007b) is a general-purpose distributed execution engine working on coarse-grain data-parallel applications. It builds a dataflow graph application using a set of computational vertices and communication channels. The application executes the vertices of the graph on a set of computers, which can exchange data using shared-memory queues and TCP pipes. Oozie (?) is a server-based Workflow Engine used to run workflow jobs including control flow nodes and action nodes allowing the execution of Hadoop Map/Reduce jobs. Finally, NoSQL databases such as MongoDB (?) and Apache Cassandra (?) address the issue raised by relational databases regarding scalability, high availability and performance.

The literature presents some relevant contributions to solve part of the architectural problems. In (Tierney et al. (2012)) a solution for efficient data transfer is presented, based on the RDMA over Converged Ethernet protocol, including a presentation of some of the main issues about the theme. In (Zahavi et al. (2012)) the routing problem is presented together with a comprehensive related work section about adaptive routing and special reference to the needs of the map-reduce paradigm. The problem of protection in Big Data systems by means of cluster de-duplication is examined in (Fu et al. (2012)), to support compliance to QoS parameters. Finally, (Jung et al. (2012)) presents a method to exploit cloud computing infrastructures to optimize Big Data analytics applications. All of these papers provide a good insight on practical approaches to the problem and some reference measures or models, although they require a specific mathematical background beyond the common expertise of practitioners and professionals.

In (Dai et al. (2011)), the authors present a performance analysis approach, based on monitoring tools and on a dataflow-driven technique. It helps designers and administrators in fine-tuning Big Data cloud environments. This approach seems very sound and comprehensive. It implicitly presents some ideas for a description of the system by means of a graphical language although it is meant for a posteriori analysis of the behavior of existing applications, rather than supporting design. A sophisticated synthetic workload generator for map-reduce applications over cloud architectures is described in (Chen et al. (2010)), which is used to evaluate performance trade-offs. It can be a significant support tool for other modeling methods. In (Shi et al. (2010)) a system for benchmarking cloud-based data management systems is presented, giving useful hints on storage performance in the most popular Big Data environments.

**FRAMEWORKS FOR THE DESIGN OF MODELING LANGUAGES**

The main approach in literature for the definition of custom models and modeling formalisms is based on metamodelling (Bézivin (2005); Van Gijch (1991); Jeusfeld et al. (2009)), a consolidated conceptual tool that has been successfully exploited in several cases (e.g. Model Driven Engineering (Poole (2001)), software engineering (Group (2010)) and multiformalism modeling (Vittorini et al. (2004); Gholizadeh and Azgomi (2010); de Lara and Vangheluwe (2002); Iacono et al. (2012))).

One of the most widespread metamodelling approaches is given by the eCore (Steinberg et al. (2008)) framework, on which the Eclipse Modeling Framework is founded. eCore is a metamodelling stack used to enable the description of user-defined software entities, abstracting them from any detail that is related to the hardware/software platform on which they are meant to be implemented. An eCore model is an abstract definition of an application from an object-oriented approach. This includes the high level detail that describe its business logic, its architecture and the relations between the objects that form the software. Such a model is used to generate automatically the equivalent source code, in a programming language chosen by the user and for the specific execution environment. To obtain this result, the eCore stack bases its models (application descriptions) on a set of modeling primitives (the eCore metamodel) designed to describe a generic object oriented software development language. Finally, it uses different model transformations (one per target environment) to generate code.

A similar metamodelling-based logic is used in literature by two different frameworks, OsMoSys and SIMTHESys. Both support the implementation of multiformalism performance modeling techniques. The OsMoSys framework (Gribaudo et al. (2003); Vittorini et al. (2004); Moscato et al. (2007); Franceschini et al. (2004); Vittorini et al. (2002); Franceschini et al. (2002a,b, 2009)) aims to provide a tool built models and reusable model libraries. In OsMoSys, metamodeling offers the description infrastructure to describe different formal languages, with object oriented features for both models and formalisms (modeling languages), extensibility of the set of formalisms and model compositionality. OsMoSys uses a metaformalism (metametamodel) to describe any graph-based formalism, by specifying it in terms of elements (nodes) and arcs that are then specialized by each formalism. Formalisms are used to describe model classes, which describe families of models with a common structure. Elements, arcs and model classes can have properties, which form their data structure and are defined by the formalism developer and the model developer. Model classes are used to obtain reusable model class libraries, and are meant to be instantiated with actual parameters to obtain an evaluable model (model object). The OsMoSys metaformalism allows sophisticated features, including element and formalism inheritance, element hiding, definition of model interfaces, model composition and aggregation. Element, formalism and model class reuse and extension are then possible, following the object oriented general logic. The OsMoSys framework supports the definition of (multiformalism) models evaluation by means of existing external solvers, which are executed according to a business process that is related to the structure of the model and the relations between its parts.

The SIMTHESys framework (Barbierato et al. (2011a,b,c); Iacono and Gribaudo (2010); Iacono et al. (2012); Barbierato et al. (2012a,b)) aims to provide a tool for the rapid development of new formalisms and the automatic generation of related (multiformalism) solvers. Similarly to OsMoSys, it defines a metaformalism used to define formalisms, but it presents many differences. First, the SIMTHESys metaformalism defines formalism elements (indifferently nodes and arcs of a graph) that
have not only properties, but also behaviors describing how elements interact with each other. This allows the specification of the evaluation semantics of formalisms, besides their syntactic structure. Due to this fact, the SIMTHESys metaformalism enables each formalism to implicitly specify how models that use it should be evaluated. This is exploited to generate automatically dedicated solvers for model families using a certain set of formalisms, simply applying the behavioral definitions to a selected set of solving engines (elementary non-specialized solvers implementing common base evaluation techniques). Second, in this case formalisms are directly used to define models. Third, the research effort in SIMTHESys is oriented towards automatic solver generation and formalism integration, rather than in providing sophisticated (e.g. OsMoSys object orientation of formalisms and models) modeling characteristics.

THE MODELING LANGUAGE

Without losing generality in the approach, the reference architecture on which the modeling language has been designed represents the ecosystem based on Apache Hadoop. The modeling language is founded on the SIMTHESys framework, which has been chosen because it offers a flexible choice of the final model solution technique, and because it is more suited to the goals of this research, as it is oriented to the specification of domain-oriented high level formalisms and allows decoupling between modeling abstractions and solution engines.

Hadoop is an implementation of the map-reduce paradigm, previously introduced by Google to manage its applications. The map-reduce paradigm is designed to cope with massively distributed execution of computing tasks with high efficiency, in order to meet the needs of Big Data applications. According to this paradigm, data is organized in a NoSQL structure over data nodes, namely shards. Each shard contains table-like structures, each row of which can have a fixed or a variable number of fields, differently from what happens in a relational data base organization. Shards store only a certain number of rows, dimensioned to balance the workload over the system, and each row can be addressed by a key-value based index. To perform a computation, a pipeline consisting of a sequence of stages is set up. Each stage consists of a map phase and a reduce phase. The former triggers the run of a user-defined code that is sent automatically to all involved shards. The latter efficiently collects and synthesizes the outputs to get to the final result or accounts for the completion of the operations that had to be performed on each shard.

To represent the main elements of the paradigm, the modeling language has been designed to offer the elements shown in Fig. 1.

The available arcs are divided into two groups called respectively the Structural elements and the Operational elements. The former are the elements that form the structure of the architecture, specifically i) Dataset representing a logical/physical group of data; ii) Shards representing a group of shards, which is put in relation with a Dataset, and on which Dataset data are mapped. The operational elements model the sequence of operations in a map-reduce pipeline and consist of i) Trigger representing a data source that generates data towards a Dataset with Poisson arrivals; ii) Map representing a map phase in a map-reduce pipeline stage; iii) Reduce representing a reduce phase in a map-reduce pipeline stage.

The available arcs are: i) Share representing the binding between a logical/physical group of data and the shard on which it is allocated (and related computing is performed); ii) AddData representing the binding between a Trigger and the Dataset storing the received data; iii) ActionArc representing the binding between two temporally consequent operational elements in a map-reduce pipeline and finally iv) DataArc, mapping a Map onto the Dataset on which it is applied.

Element and arc types in a model are identified by the corresponding icons shown in Fig. 1.

Within the SIMTHESys framework, each element and arc is fully specified by its properties and behaviors specifying its structure and its dynamics. In order to keep the description on a modeler the focus will be put on modeling-related properties which must be specified to evaluate an applicative scenario.

A Dataset element is characterized by the TotData property representing the current amount of contained data, since it influences the performance of the Shards element on which related computing will be performed. A Shards element is used to describe the shards over which data are distributed. In particular, each shard is characterized by the Speed property, a synthetic nominal performance indicator of a single constituting computing node. Since big-data applications are usually deployed over cloud infrastructures, two types of shards can be defined: Fixed shards (denoted by a continuous line) and Auto-scaling shards (drawn with dashed lines). The fixed shards are used to model software components distributed over a fixed number of (symmetric) computation nodes. They are characterized by the NShards property representing the resources over which data rows are divided. Auto-scaling shards represent computing nodes that exploit the auto-scaling features of cloud computing. In particular, they allow a dynamic deployment of virtual machines, in such a way that each shard has to deal with no more than a fixed amount of data. The property dataXshards specifies the maximum number of data rows that a shard can hold. A Trigger element is characterized by the Rate property, representing the arrival rate of requests. To simplify the computation of performance indices, we consider Poisson arrival processes. A Map element is characterized by the MapEffort property that describes the complexity of the map operation. In particular, we imagine that this parameter is composed of two parts: a constant term (fix), which is required by every operation, and another term that is proportional to the number of data that must be considered (Xdata). In a similar way, a Reduce element is characterized by the RedTime property that describes the time required to perform a reduction. This time can be composed by a fixed part (fix), a component proportional to the number of shards over which the data were mapped (Xshard) and a part that is proportional to the quantity of data that must be considered (Xdata). A Share arc, connects a Dataset to a Shards element. It is characterized by the Weight property, used to define which fraction of the total domain of data should be put over the considered shards. The optional Limit property, represent the maximum number of rows that can be put on each machine of the destination shards. The AddData arcs connect Trigger to Dataset elements. They represent an increase or decrease of data in the destination data set, and they are characterized by the Qty property, accounting for the (possibly negative) number of rows that are added (or removed); all other language elements have no significant modeling-related property.

The presented elements and arcs have been described in a SIMTHESys FDL (Formalism Description Language) document, to enable the design of SIMTHESys MDL (Model De-
Before the full integration of the language into the SIMTHESys framework currently in progress, the language has been used to develop an experimental simulator implementing its primitives, supporting and guiding the study of the best solution engine suitable for the field. Although the simulator is fully functional for the goals of this paper, the implemented solution is considered, in the SIMTHESys perspective, a proof of concept because the solver currently does not support the integration of multiple formalisms and the generation of the solver is not completely automated.

A CASE STUDY

The case evaluated in this paper describes a real system, of which performance analysis is needed to evaluate the opportunity of a migration or architectural reconfiguration. The system is used to run an on-line content publishing system, capable of social network functionalities. The application operates by allowing a certain number of journalists to publish articles about different topics. Registered users can publish comments, or other articles as well. Articles are proposed to registered users, according to their user habits and interests, which are profiled by the application. Proposals are generated with a recommendation system. The relevant data set to be stored on the shards consists of: published articles, users’ data and users’ profiling data.

The recommendation functionality is implemented by a map-reduce pipeline: a first map-reduce stage classifies each new article by a comparison with all existing articles in the system, and returns a synthetic classification, that is compared by a second map-reduce stage to analogous synthetic classifications of other articles as well. Articles are proposed to registered users, following a certain number of journalists to publish articles about different topics. Registered users can publish comments, or other articles as well. Articles are proposed to registered users, according to their user habits and interests, which are profiled by the application. Proposals are generated with a recommendation system. The relevant data set to be stored on the shards consists of: published articles, users’ data and users’ profiling data.

Performance evaluation has been applied to the recommendation functionality. The model is depicted in Fig. 2.

The left part of the figure represents the map-reduce pipeline implementing the recommendation system, while the right part represents the architecture and the mapping of datasets and shards. The NewArt Trigger element represents the arrival of new articles, that are produced at a rate of \( \text{rate}_\text{art./min.} \), where \( r \) is a parameter of the study. An ActionArc arc connects it to the MAPcsfy Map element, determining when the classification map phase will be performed. Two AddData arc connects it to the Art Dataset element in opposite direction, and both with the quantity attribute equal to one (\( Qty = 1 \)). This is used to account for the fact that the system tries to maintain constant the number of articles, by replacing an old one (arc going out from the Dataset element), with the new arrival (arc going into the DataSet element). The number of articles \( N \) stored in the dataset is a parameter of the study, The MAPcsfy Map element represents the influence in the process of the map phase of the pipeline. It is connected with a DataArc arc to the Art DataSet element, on which it operates, through which performance of the shards are considered in the phase. The time required to perform this mapping is proportional to the size of the dataset, and does not have a fixed part: each element of the dataset increases the time required to perform the mapping of 0.01 \( \text{min.} \). The end of the mapping phase triggers the operations of the Reduce element, which in turn accounts for the contribution of the reduce phase. The time to perform the reduction requires 2 \( \text{min.} \) per shard, and 0.001 \( \text{min.} \) per row in the article dataset. The Reduce element is connected by an ActionArc to the Map element MAPcmd that performs recommendations (the related Reduce phase is negligible in the application and is thus omitted), in turn connected by a DataArc arc to the Users Dataset element, on which it operates. This operation requires 0.0025 \( \text{min.} \) per user in the Users dataset. Both the Art and Users Dataset elements are connected by Share arcs to the Shards Shard element. The size of the two datasets is a parameter \( N \) of the model. In particular, we imagine that the number of users in the system is ten time greater than the number of articles: this can be clearly seen in Fig. 2 by the value assigned to the property TotData of the two DataSet elements. The number of shards \( N_s \) is also a parameter of the model. In this case we imagine all the shards working at the same speed, assigned identically to 1 operation per minute: in this way the effort used to describe the map phases of the model is equal to the time required to perform that operation. Finally, all the data are equally split among the shards: this is represented by the property weight=1 assigned to the two Share arcs.

We begin our study by fixing the number of article \( N = 10000 \), and varying the number of shards \( N_s \), for different new article arrival rates \( r \). The results are presented in Fig. 3. As it can be seen, the response time has a curved shape with a minimum. For a low number of shards, we have a large response time due to the high work that the few shards have to perform.
to complete the map operations. When however the number of shards is high, the big latency for waiting all the nodes to finish their task, and the increased complexity of the reduce operations, makes the response time grow again. Thus determining the best number of shards of an application can be a good motivation for using performance evaluation formalisms like the one proposed in this paper. In this case, we can see that the number of shards that gives the minimum response time ($N_s = 22$) is independent on the article arrival rate.

We then study the effect of changing the number of articles $N$ (and thus proportionally the number of users), with a fixed arrival rate of $r = 0.0025$ art/sec. Resulting response times are plotted in Fig. 4. As it can be seen, also in this case the response time has a minimum for a given number of shards. However, in this case the position of the minimum varies with the size of the dataset. In particular, larger datasets require an higher optimal number of shards. Since simulation was used to compute the presented results, 95% confidence intervals were used. However, only the mean response times were plotted in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 to simplify the presentation. The obtained intervals were very tight, as can be seen in Table I for some number of shards $N_s$, considering an arrival rate of new articles $r = 0.0025$ art./min, and a dataset size of $N = 10000$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$N_s$</th>
<th>$R^-$</th>
<th>$R^+$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>642.040864</td>
<td>643.603136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>377.098435</td>
<td>377.783565</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>315.831929</td>
<td>316.476071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>307.109146</td>
<td>307.840854</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE I:** Confidence interval for the response time with different number of shards, for an arrival rate of new articles $r = 0.0025$ art./min, and a dataset size of $N = 10000$.

**CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK**

This paper has presented a novel language for the description of performance models including applications based on the map-reduce paradigm. The main contribution of this work was to allow Big Data application designers and Big Data system administrators to evaluate their choices and experiment with what-if analysis. From the authors’ evaluation, the proposed language is suited to the task, as it represents a complex environment such as Big Data applications with a comfortable metaphor. At the same time, it is suitable for the automated generation of solvers without deep expertise, thanks to the fact that it was founded on the SIMTHESys framework.

Work is in progress to allow the language to be used to au-
tomatically generate both analytical and simulation solvers that also enable the designer to incorporate submodels specified in other modeling languages (such as Petri nets variants or Fault Trees). It will also be necessary to extend the simulator to a full version that can be fully integrated in SIMTHESys as a solving engine and can automatically handle a variable number of trigger-generated items and shards, without user intervention on the model.
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